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A

re children under 5 years of age at greater risk of
developing leukemia if they live close to a nuclear
power plant? And if so, how much higher is the risk?
The study by Kaatsch et al. (1) provides careful and
differentiated answers to this question. Nevertheless, some
readers will draw their own—varying—conclusions with
regard to the risk. This although the investigation was
painstakingly planned, conducted, and analyzed by an
experienced and competent team, and although the data
are reported lucidly and discussed critically. How can
people form different opinions about the risk? How can
they even argue about it?
One reason lies in the term "risk," which denotes the
possibility of harm. This term is very variably defined. In
automobile insurance the risk is determined by the likelihood and extent of damage, on the stock market the risk
for shares is price fluctuation, and in environmental
policy the loss of a species counts as a risk. In medicine
the risk is expressed as the probability of disease—inasmuch as corresponding data are available. Increasingly,
for instance on pharmaceutical package inserts, one finds
information such as "In isolated cases ... has been observed"
(2). However, many people have problems with probability. They understand it incorrectly, they overestimate
low probabilities, they underestimate high probabilities
(3). They fail to differentiate between low probabilities,
e.g., between 10–2 and 10–5—their perception of risk is
determined purely by the possibility that something may
happen (4). Moreover, an important part is played by the
way in which information is presented (5). Saying that the
risk of leukemia is twice as high in the 5-km zone is much
more dramatic than saying that there are 0.08 more cases
of leukemia per year and site than would be statistically
expected. The two statements are both justified by the study
data and are thus equivalent, but are likely to have a very
different impact.
Even when quantitative data on probability and degrees
of harm are available—and particularly when data are
sparse or absent (e.g., mobile phones or genetic engineering)—other factors determine the perception and assessment of risks (6, 7, 8). Mountaineers assess the risk of an
accident lower than shown by the accident statistics—
because they voluntarily expose themselves to the risk.
Although statistics prove the opposite, flying is perceived
as riskier than traveling by automobile—because plane
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crashes are viewed as disasters and are reported dramatically in the media. With nuclear energy, relevant factors
are that radiation cannot be perceived with the senses, that
the consequences of an accident are seen as appalling, and
that an accident could harm future generations. These
aspects likely affect the debate on the study reported here.
The two core statements are: (1) The incidence of leukemia
in children under 5 years old is statistically significantly
higher within 5 km of a nuclear power plant. (2) The
additional radiation exposure in this zone is 1000 times
lower than the natural background radiation, so that a causal
connection is implausible. Different people will assess
the risk differently. Statements about risk—from lay persons or experts—always reflect individual and societal
perceptions and evaluations. No interpretation is necessarily wrong. Every interpretation can legitimately be included
in a discussion or decision process, but the criteria must
be clearly stated (9). The fierce controversy over the study
shows what emotional and political turmoil can result
from different perceptions of the same findings.
The study points to problems in the estimation, assessment, and communication of risks—problems encountered
ever more frequently by lay people, scientists, journalists,
and politicians. It is the curse of knowledge: the more
exhaustively and precisely we experiment, diagnose, measure, and analyze, the more difficult it becomes to
interpret and integrate the knowledge gained.
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